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FLIGHT CENTRE (ASX: FLT)
The Flight Centre Travel Group is one of the world’s largest travel retailers and corporate

travel managers. FLT has company-owned leisure and corporate travel business in twenty-

three countries, spanning from Australia, New Zealand, the Americas, Europe, the United

Kingdom, South Africa, the United Arab Emirates and Asia. 

After a very challenging period for FLT, we believe the company is back on track on the

recovery path with sales increasing consistently, despite ongoing volatility with borders

closure. On a positive note, the vaccination rates are reaching significant levels in most of

FLT’s key markets. Moreover, Governments have started to remove and relax the restrictions

that have prevented or severely inhibited travel. In terms of operations, we have witnessed

FLT substantially improve its business. It is now in our opinion a much leaner and more

efficient organisation. These tremendous changes allow FLT to capitalise on opportunities

in the post-pandemic world.

Furthermore, the company has adopted a strict cost discipline and lengthy liquidity runway,

whilst also investing significantly in initiatives and strategies that will underpin its future

growth. We are also confident that onward the second half of FY22, FLT will return to

profitability. Overall, FLT is a resilient and diversified business in the travel sector with

ample liquidity. We expect Flight Centre Travel Group to rebound strongly upon the return

to normalcy, post-pandemic.



Firefinch the gold miner is a Mali focussed operation. It has an 80% interest in the Morila Gold

Mine which has produced 7.5 million ounces of gold since 2000. Firefinch is ramping up

production at the 4.5mtpa mill and mine from a current annual production profile of 40,000

ounces of gold per annum from tailing treatment towards a target of 70 to 90,000 ounces of

gold per annum through mining of small open pits, stocks and tailings from mid 2021. 

In 2022, the company plans to further increase production to target 150,000 to 200,000

ounces of gold per annum by recommencing mining from the main Morila pit to fully exploit

the 2.35 million ounces of gold in the Resource at Morila. A production target of 150,000 to

200,000 ounces of gold per annum has been set by the Company. 

Firefinch acquired Morila Gold Mine for just US$29.7 million in November 2020. This

translates into an acquisition cost of less than US$15 an ounce given the prospects that it

brings. Firefinch looks to have pulled off a potential deal of the century. The Project has a

long 10 year mine life and a production capacity of 150-200k ounces every year. The soaring

gold prices and the relatively low AISC of US$1124 an ounce at Morila mean the acquisition

has been nothing short of pure ecstasy for Firefinch and Firefinch shareholders, if you are one!

Morila Gold Mine is now forecasted to be an ASX Top 20 gold producing mine in 2023.

FIREFINCH (ASX: FFX)



Being one among the top 10 shorted stocks on the ASX, Zip shares have been constantly under

pressure. However, operating in 13 countries, Zip’s land and expansion strategy is attractive to

global merchants who want a one-stop solution for each market. In a sector where growth and

transaction volumes are everything, Zip has now recently entered the European and Middle

East markets by way of acquiring already established top players in the region. 

FY2021 was a transformational year for Zip. The firm delivered on its strategic priorities and

became a global payments business powered by world class technology and talent. Zip has

delivered against its four FY21 strategic priorities - Payment acceptance, App engagement,

Global expansion, and Zip Business. 

Transaction volumes continue to grow over 100% and Zip has also managed to ensure its

quarterly revenue keeps hitting record high numbers. Continued execution of the global

expansion strategy with an exciting move into India will give Zip access to one of the fastest

growing and largest consumer markets in the world. 

Their entry into India gives Zip access to a market which is forecast to hit over US$300 billion

in BNPL volumes. Operationally and financially, Zip hasn’t put a foot wrong and it will only be

a matter of time when the share price reacts favourably. 

ZIP CO. (ASX: Z1P)



Seven Group Holdings engages in the heavy equipment sales and service, equipment hire,

building products and construction materials, media, broadcasting, and energy assets

businesses. It operates through WesTrac, Coates, Boral, Energy, Media Investments, and Other

Investments segments. The company operates as a Caterpillar dealer providing heavy

equipment sales and support services. 

Over 75% of the revenue that Seven Group generates comes from the WesTrac segments, one

of the largest Caterpillar equipment dealers, and close to 19% is generated from Coates,

Seven Group’s equipment hire and solutions provider. Newer investments such as Boral will

begin to make its way into Seven Group’s financials from FY22. Seven Group is a conglomerate

and the company still continues to grow - by 6% in FY21 and with the 70% acquisition of

Boral, we forecast revenues to be significantly boosted in onward FY22.

In FY21, Seven Group also increased their interim and final dividends by 10% to $0.23 each.

The dividend yield comes in at a healthy 2.24%, fully franked – which is on the high side

considering that Seven Group continues to grow handsomely and is always on the lookout for

a deal to further increase market share. We are expecting immense growth in revenues and

earnings in FY22 as a result of organic growth of existing business segments, robust capital

management, and by way of acquisitions. With the recent Boral acquisition, we believe the

stock has not priced in all the synergies

SEVEN GROUP HOLDINGS (ASX: SVW)



Endeavour Group is the retail drinks business and used to be the most profitable business

segment in the Woolworths Group. Given the drawbacks and growth bottlenecks present in the

groceries and everyday needs business, Woolies decided to restructure by combining Endeavor

Group and their Hotel business into a single entity – ensuring that the growing Endeavour

Group can continue to accelerate its own growth aspirations and not be held back by the

structural challenges of the groceries business.

We Aussies love our drinks. If there are lockdowns, Endeavour will sell you drinks via Dan

Murphy’s or BWS, and if we are free to go out and about, chances are you are sitting at one of

their 339 hotels/pubs/clubs and paying a mark up for your drinks! This makes their earnings

and cash flows extremely sustainable, predictable, and non-cyclical – all characteristics of a

solid defensive business. They lead the market by a massive margin in their segments and as a

result, Endeavour will enjoy monopolistic margins.

In the long-term, in a post-pandemic Australia, we expect Endeavour to grow their revenues at

around 6% over the next two years. This is a fairly high growth rate given the size of the

business and the market share it already holds. Both their business segments are positioned to

perform well in a post pandemic world, and we expect profitability to grow. M&A is always a

possibility with Endeavour as they look to increase their market share. 

ENDEAVOUR GROUP (ASX: EDV)



Revasum, Inc. is a United States-based company that manufactures chemical mechanical

planarization (CMP), grinding and substrate manufacturing equipment for use in the

production of semiconductor devices. The Company provides equipment solutions to enable

single-wafer Silicon carbide (SiC) substrate grinding and polishing. 

Revasum designs & manufactures capital equipment used in the semiconductor device

manufacturing process for the global semiconductor industry, strategically targeting Silicon

Carbide or SiC and wafer sizes of approximately 200 millimetres. 

Revasum has a tremendous capacity for growth as the company has demonstrated during the

past year its ability to execute its plan by bringing its flagship 6EZ product to the market.

Revasum is also addressing an emerging growth market that is projected to expand at least by

29% CAGR in the next 5-year. Moreover, Revasum is developing technologies that are

cornerstones for the progress of disruptive technologies which is a portfolio of products

related to the manufacturing of Silicon Carbide (SiC) semiconductor. 

Revasum is the only company with grind and polish systems engineered specifically for SiC

Single-wafer processing, hence the company is looking to accelerate its advantage over its

competition to become a market leader in the SiC space. Therefore, we are bullish on its 2022

prospects.

REVASUM, INC. (ASX: RVS)



If you’re looking to establish a uranium mine, Namibia is arguably one of the best places. The

country has been warm towards uranium mining for a long time and Namibian mines are

capable of providing over 10% of the world’s uranium output. Bannerman is the owner of the

Etango Uranium Project in Namibia and is focussing on the Etango-8, the iteration where

Bannerman is looking to produce 3.5 million pounds of uranium every year. 

The production is bolstered with low costs and since the mine is located very close to Rio

Tinto’s uranium mine, it has access to excellent support infrastructure. The Etango-8 Scoping

Study conducted earlier revealed a 8 Mtpa throughput capacity. Developing the world-class

Etango Project at an initial 8 Mtpa throughput offers significant advantages. It sharply reduces

the upfront capital and funding hurdle.

With the Life of Mine estimated to be over 14 years, the total production of uranium has been

estimated to be 51 million pounds. Bannerman also has a very high processing yield of 87.8%.

With significant cash on hand following a capital raise, Bannerman is well equipped to take

advantage of the expected positive results from the PFS, capitalise on the uranium shortage,

and become one of the leading uranium producers on the ASX. Bannerman has an excellent

management team that is capable of executing their strategies.

BANNERMAN RESOURCES (ASX: BMN)



G8 Education is the leading for-profit early education provider in Australia, with over 46,000

children attending their services in any given week and over 9,500 team members educating

and caring for those children. This scale is broadly three times greater than G8's nearest

for-profit competitors. We believe that the firm has a real opportunity to use their scale

advantage to provide a differentiated offer to our families, centred on the quality of education

and care, breadth of offer and through the provision of a highly engaging experience for

families. 

G8 manages a network of early learning and childcare centres across Australia and Asia,

incorporating well-known brands such as Jellybeans, Creative Garden and Pelican Childcare.

Listed in 2007, G8 Education has grown steadily while providing an attractive dividend stream

for shareholders.

Childcare growth is potentially driven by the increasing pressure on family budgets, which has

resulted in both parents having to work, often multiple jobs, to cover the increasing costs of

household expenses. This has a flow-on effect to G8 Education with parents often using more

of their services to look after their kids while they work. With a growing industry and

dominant market share, G8 Education is a comfortable ASX share to own. And with dividends

paid quarterly, it’s also a compelling company for those hunting for yield in a low-interest-

rate environment.

G8 EDUCATION (ASX: GEM)



BlackWall Limited is a real estate company which generates management, performance and

transaction fees from real estate investment structures – the largest of these is their ASX

listed flexible property security, WOTSO Property. WOTSO Property is a flexible real estate

security and offers a unique investment opportunity in the Australian market. Investors gain

exposure to the higher rates resulting from flexible leasing via the workspace business,

combined with the income and growth of an established property portfolio, which is similar to

a traditional A-REIT offering. 

WOTSO’s suburban focus has benefitted from the shift to flexible work practices and its near

to home solution is helping businesses of all sizes adapt to these new workforce trends. The

WOTSO WorkSpace business experienced healthy growth in its turnover as it recovered from

the initial COVID restrictions. Its annualised turnover reached $21 million in June 2021, some

30% above its pre-COVID levels. 

BlackWall have grown their area under management to 130,000 sqm following the acquisition

of 3 new properties in the last 6 months. The firm aims to grow their assets under

management and therefore their fee income which results in dividend growth for

shareholders. Over the past 5 years, otal shareholder return has averaged 18% p.a. The

dividend reflects a yield of 10% on a share price of $0.52, rising to 12% when franking is

included. More of the same to come in 2022.

BLACKWALL LIMITED (ASX: BWF)



Costa Group is Australia’s leading fruit and vegetable producer. The company grows and packs

berries, citrus, tomatoes, avocados, and other high-quality produce sold to a range of domestic

supermarket chains and independent grocers. Costa is also exporting to Asia, Europe, and

North America. Most of the produce is grown on traditional farmland, but Costa is also known

for its glasshouse grown tomatoes and mushroom growing facilities.

Since the last decade, Costa has been continuously undertaking strategic transformations

focused on expanding its scale and vertical integration within its portfolio and reinvesting in

the business to refresh its core assets and fund growth. This strategy has paid off as this led

Costa’s share price to appreciate almost threefold from its debut at $2.25 per share to its all-

time high at $8.55 per share in June 2018.

Costa went through many years of challenges. First with unfavourable conditions due to

extreme weather and then with the global pandemic which causes considerable operating

headwinds. Nonetheless, Costa’s 2020 financial year was relatively good despite the

circumstances. What we like about CGC is its ability to maintain good operating performance

and a solid balance sheet. This should continue to support Costa in its quest for future

acquisitions and new funding. Also, the group exhibits a robust cash position, which translates

into stable dividends and fuel for growth. All in all, we believe Costa has a solid foundation to

support earnings growth.

COSTA GROUP HOLDINGS (ASX: CGC)


